A+! Top marks in innovation!

3555i / 4555i / 5555i
3005ci / 3505ci / 4505ci / 5505ci
Digital Multifunctional Systems
Copy / Print / Scan / Fax
A3

Welcome to the land of limitless
multifunctional systems!
Better performance at a lower cost? But how? We recommend our new A3 multifunctional
systems in colour and black and white. Everything fits together seamlessly:
Top performance as standard plus individual configuration options, delivering the perfect
combination for professional workflow management.

Built-in top performance:
Professional state-of-the-art
equipment

Easy-to-understand, intuitive operation
via a colour touch panel similar to a
smartphone or tablet: Zoom and swipe
as you would on any other system.

Protect confidential information: The
‘Private Print’ function uses access
codes in the printer driver to prevent
unauthorised access to your documents.

Increase the quality of your documents and
opt for professionalism in paper management and finishing. Take advantage of the
many functions that our colour and b/w multifunctional systems have to offer. Achieving perfect results that meet your particular
performance requirements is a piece of cake.

You’ll never get lost again: The ‘Home’
button allows you to return to where
you started at any time.

Make document-related costs transparent: The costs for printouts and copies
can be allocated to up to 1,000 management codes (departments or projects).

High performance, even for large-scale
print jobs: High paper capacities and
definition of up to 50 dividers per print
job.

Achieve positive image effects and reduce costs: Create attractive handouts
for customers or presentations for
business partners on high-quality paper
with cover sheets and back covers. Use
normal paper for internal purposes.

Stay on the ball to ensure nothing gets
mixed up: Using two job separators* (or
the finisher with multi tray*) printouts
and copies are output into separate
output trays.

Meet deadlines and time demands:
High-speed output of up to 55 pages
per minute in b/w, 50 pages per minute
in colour (5505ci) and 100% duplex
productivity ensure your documents are
completed in a timely manner.

Slim down document management:
Everything is at hand in your individual
document box. Processing print data
for recurring jobs is no longer necessary, which reduces the burden on the
network.

Tailored to individual needs:
Configuration options for professional
workflow management.

* optional

…and it keeps getting better: Innovations
and new developments
You’ll like this: We have once again increased the productivity of the colour and b/w
multifunctional systems and improved
output quality. These innovations are sure
to be of benefit to you.
Keep your e-mails compact: You can
compress PDF files early on when scanning and check the size of documents
before sending.
Good sorting saves time and money: The
system can detect blank pages thanks
to new copy functions. It goes without
saying that these are not copied.

All formats welcome: Print special formats up to A3+ from the cassette, paper
weights up to 300 g/m2, tab sheets and
banner paper.
Stay in touch: It’s quick and easy to
print and scan from a mobile device via
a Wi-Fi interface.

Create banners in formats up to
330 x 1,219 mm.

‘Send to Me’: Login and send important
documents to your own e-mail address.
Consume even less energy with ‘Deep
Sleep’ mode and work in a more environmentally friendly manner, only
activating the functions you really need.

Intuitive operation, just like a
smartphone.

The card reader* is integrated elegantly.

Powerful multifunctionality:
Perfect results are a piece of cake with the
new A3 multifunctional systems, even if you have
special requirements.

Practical experience: Tailored to your needs
We want you to be able to work effectively
and economically, and be satisfied with us.
Put your trust in our practical expertise
and configure your multifunctional system
exactly to your needs.

	
Speed up scan processes by scanning
colour and b/w documents with the
dual scan original feeder* for 175 pages
and accelerate the distribution of the
scanned data to the desired recipients.

Intuitive operation, just like a
smartphone.

	
Determine who can do what: Thanks to
scalable security and accounting solutions* based on your needs.
	
Delete your tracks: The Data Security
Kit* enables you to prevent data on the
hard disk from being retrieved after use.

	
Save even more time: Follow-Me-Printing solutions* enable you to decide the
time and the place, or in other words,
when and on which system you would
like to call up your print job.

Excellence initiative for a new level of colour with
3005ci/3505ci/4505ci/5505ci
Colour packs a punch. Certain industries
and departments cannot get by without
impressive colour printouts. Colour documents are eye-catching, increase memorability, improve communication and direct
attention to what matters.
	
Discover real colour reproduction
in your documents with the subtle
coordination of shades using a Fiery®
Controller*.

The card reader* is integrated elegantly.

	
The individual software solutions for
all aspects of your documents will make
you tough to beat: Solutions are available to increase productivity and security
standards and optimise scanning and
archiving processes.

	
Find it, while others are still searching:
Create text-searchable PDF files* while
scanning.

	
Benefit from the positive image of
improved colour reproduction: Do so
using the intuitive tools in the printer
driver.
	
Save money by only using colour printing when it is required: Limit functions
to defined user groups, for example, by
introducing a card reader system*.

	
Invest in your corporate identity: Use
different colour charts and adjust logo
colours to your corporate design.

TA Triumph-Adler is the document business expert. We offer our clients individual analysis, consultancy and efficient
document workflows – not only on paper, but also electronically and with long-term service. For whenever professional
users manage, print, photocopy, fax, present or archive documents, or need to optimize processes, TA Triumph-Adler
concepts and solutions are the first choice. Our customers benefit greatly from the user-optimized technologies offered
by our innovative systems. TA Triumph-Adler and the TA Triumph-Adler logo are registered trademarks of TA Triumph-Adler
GmbH. All other brand names are the registered trademarks of their respective owners.
www.triumph-adler.com

Colour packs a punch
thanks to the excellence
initiative for our new
colour multifunctional
systems.
* optional
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Create banners in formats up to
330 x 1,219 mm.

	
Take pride in your appearance: Shine
in customers’ eyes and at business
meetings. Use the finisher* to create
attractive, dispatch-ready handouts in
the form of brochures, for example.
Never again will you have to spend
hours folding business letters (trifolding for letters*). There’s a reason to
be upbeat: Your mailing is ready
for dispatch!

	
Remain flexible when it comes to your
needs and requirements regarding individual workflows: Optimise your system
with software solutions* via the HyPAS
interface.

